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Abstract 

 

The number of web applications continues to grow rapidly. Many applications that were 

traditionally desktop-based such as word processors, email clients or even file 

managers have now their web alternatives that often have bigger user base.  

 

While the software world is shifting from providing desktop-based applications to 

offering cloud-based services, challenges arise to provide high quality software in this 

radically different environment.  

 

Web-based applications are different in many aspects to their desktop equivalents. 

Web-based and desktop-based applications have radically dissimilar architecture, user 

interface, execution environment, requirements and limitations. To mention a few 

specific differences: the web application is executed in the context of a web browser, 

not operating system; code is executed in two separate places: on the server and in the 

web browser; code for the server is written in a different language than code for the 

client. 

 

Because of these differences, the traditional software testing techniques are only of 

limited use. To properly test a web application one needs to take into account numerous 

differences in Web-Browsers such as Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome 

or Apple Safari. Simple input-output testing is useful only to limited degree, because 

output cannot be just compared to the predefined value but must be compared within 

the context of all the environments and operating systems the application supports. The 

fact that an application works in one browser does not guarantee that it will work at all in 

other browsers. 

 

The entire complexity of the problem makes testing web applications a very time 

consuming and difficult task. Often it takes significantly longer time to test the 

application than it is to implement it. Because of these difficulties, web applications are 

often tested exclusively manually by humans, and only to a limited degree. New 

techniques and technologies are necessary to approach the problem of web application 

testing. 

 

This paper includes a case study carried out during author’s work on a web-based 

application. It examines the current state-of-the-art of web application testing and 

suggests useful techniques in tackling the problem.  
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1. Introduction 

 

“The stuff we call "software" is not like anything that human society is used to thinking 

about. Software is something like a machine, and something like mathematics, and 

something like language, and something like thought, and art, and information.... but 

software is not in fact any of those other things. The protean quality of software is one of 

the great sources of its fascination. It also makes software very powerful, very subtle, very 

unpredictable, and very risky. Some software is bad and buggy. Some is "robust," even 

"bulletproof."  The best software is that which has been tested by thousands of users 

under thousands of different conditions, over years. It is then known as "stable."  This 

does not mean that the software is now flawless, free of bugs.  It generally means that 

there are plenty of bugs in it, but the bugs are well identified and fairly well understood. 

There is simply no way to assure that software is free of flaws.  Though software is 

mathematical in nature, it cannot be "proven" like a mathematical theorem; software is 

more like language, with inherent ambiguities, with different definitions, different 

assumptions, different levels of meaning that can conflict.” [22] 

 

Software testing is a complex and time consuming process. Typically, more than 50 

percent of the development time is spent on testing. This estimate however concerns 

desktop applications. Modern web applications are much more complex than traditional 

computer programs [chapter 2.3]. To exhaustively test a modern web application, 50 

percent proves to be insufficient [chapter 6]. 

 

This thesis was prompted by author’s work assignment in a Get a Newsletter company. 

The task was to carry on the implementation of the company’s Web application. In order 

to do that substantial part of the code base had to be refactored and many key modules 

had to be rewritten from the scratch. Case study chapter documents author’s findings and 

struggles in covering this application with automatic tests to ensure safe refactoring and 

enable further development.  

 

1.1 Background 

 

A web application is a software program accessed through a web browser over the 

Internet or intranet network (see chapter 2.3 for detailed architecture).  

 

Web browser traditionally was considered a thin-client in the client-server architecture 

because all the significant computation was taken care of by the server while browser 

was merely displaying the information. 

 



Modern web applications however, rely heavily on JavaScript and client-side logic, 

therefore substantial amount of code is executed by the browser rather than on the 

server. Web browser is no longer a thin-client; it is an environment for executing a web 

application that often performs more computation than the server. 

 

Examples of web application include email clients, social networks, web banking, online 

games and many more.  

 

Modern web applications have much more complex architecture than traditional 

computer programs. Execution of a web application happens on two separate 

computers, on the Web-Server and in the Web-Browser. Web-Server generates output 

in a form of HTML, CSS and JavaScript which in turn is interpreted and executed by the 

Web-Browser.  

 

Traditional approach of Input-Output testing, where the application is executed with 

predefined input and compare the output to the expected value is very limited here 

because the output is not a simple value but rather a code that needs to be executed 

first. Traditional unit tests are still useful for verifying server side components in isolated 

environment, and to the limited degree parts of application that do not rely on client-side 

logic.  

 

To properly test modern web application one needs to create testing environment in 

which HTML, CSS and JavaScript can be interpreted and executed and its output 

compared to the expected values. This however would serve only to the limited degree 

because single environment like this would not guarantee compatibility with different 

web browsers. There are numerous differences in how browsers interpret HTML/CSS 

and JavaScript. The fact that application properly executes in one browser does not 

mean that it will run at all in other browsers.  

 

To properly test web application one needs to take into account numerous differences in 

Web-Browsers such as Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Apple Safari 

etc. and the built-in JavaScript engines. Therefore output cannot be just compared to 

the predefined value but must be compared within the context of all the environments 

and operating systems the application supports. 

 

  



1.2 Aim  

 

The purpose of this paper is to research and determine an effective way of testing 

modern web applications. From the author’s personal experience, traditional testing 

techniques proved to be insufficient. This paper documents findings and proposes a set 

of additional techniques to complement the traditional approach. 

 

1.3 Problem definition 

 

The entire complexity of modern web applications makes testing very difficult and time 

consuming. Often it takes significantly longer time to test the application than it is to 

implement it. Because of these difficulties, web applications are often tested exclusively 

manually by humans, and only to a limited degree. 

 

In order to automate testing of web applications one needs to incorporate multiple web 

browsers into the test process and execute each test case in each supported browser to 

ensure that quality goals are met. 

Therefore my first research question is: How to automate test execution in multiple 

web browsers to ensure the browser compatibility? 

 

Incorporating multiple web browsers and operating systems into test suite of the 

application is in itself a complex and time consuming task.  

It often takes more time to write tests for the new functionality than implement the 

functionality itself. Aside of that, web applications are changing rapidly and tests have to 

be rewritten as often as the functionality changes. Also, not everything can be tested 

automatically, leaving parts of the application that must be tested by hand in any case.  

Therefore, my second problem definition: Is it cost effective to build a 

comprehensive test suite that incorporates browser automation into testing or is 

manual testing sufficient in some situations? 

 

 

Browser automation is a black box testing technique that focuses mostly on external 

attributes and behavior. Hence it helps in assuring the browser compatibility and quality 

of the application, but it doesn't have any knowledge of internal computation on the 

server, therefore it's limited in evaluating of the security. In order to comprehensively 

test the server side code (not only for quality but mainly to ensure security) one needs 

to use other techniques as well.  



My third question is: What testing techniques one should use to comprehensively 

test all aspects of the software to ensure the quality, security as well as usability 

of the application? 

 

Errors occur as a result of bugs as much as a result of human error. My last research 

question is: How to minimize the human factor in software deployment and 

maintenance to reduce human errors? 

 

1.4 Scope 

 

This thesis deals with functional and regression testing of a web application.  

Non-functional testing, performance testing, stress testing, usability testing, security 

testing are outside of the scope.  

 

This paper focuses mainly on FLOSS (Free and Open-source software) solutions. 

Proprietary and windows-only technologies receive little attention, since they are outside 

of the scope of this thesis. 

 

1.5 Expectations 

 

Expectation for this research is to find answers for the questions stated in problem 

definition chapter. Specifically to find an effective way of automating testing of mid-size 

modern web applications. There is no expectation of finding silver-bullet to this problem. 

I expected however to produce a robust methodology for testing complex applications in 

an effective way. 

2. Theory 

 

2.1 Testing in software development lifecycle 

 

One cannot discuss software testing outside software development lifecycle [13], [14] - 

the process in which the product is built and verified and finally delivered to its intended 

users. Most of the development methodologies will have similar phases: requirements 

specification, design, implementation, testing and maintenance but differ in how and 

when these phases are executed. 



 

In this chapter most prominent software development methodologies are described with 

focus on explaining their approach to testing. 

2.1.1 Waterfall model 

 

Waterfall model is the most traditional, sequential development process that originates 

from the discipline of engineering and construction and was adapted for the software 

development projects. It consists of phases that are executed in the sequential order; a 

typical Waterfall model consists of the following phases: 

● Requirements specification 

● Design 

● Implementation 

● Verification 

● Maintenance 

In the most simplistic view, the phases are never revisited and the product is designed 

and built in one delivery. 

 

 
Drawing 1: The first version of Waterfall model. Like in the waterfall,  

progress flows from top to the bottom 

 

 

Testing is conducted very late in the project. Three types of testing usually take place: 

unit testing, system testing and acceptance testing (executed by customer or on behalf 

of a customer).  



 

Powell, Jones and Cutts [24] having observed many poorly designed web applications 

by ad-hoc methods, advocated formalizing process in Web development. They 

suggested a modified waterfall model for beginner developers [1]. 

 

Web application in its nature is dynamic and continually adapting to environment and 

new requirements. These properties make the waterfall model unsuitable for building 

any web applications. 

 

2.1.2 Prototype method 

 

The prototyping methodology was introduced to combat weaknesses of traditional 

waterfall model [2]. Prototyping is an iterative methodology that requires close work 

between developers and end users. Developers demonstrate a partially built system to 

the user and continue working based on the feedback and adjusted requirements. This 

process continues iteratively until users agree that the system satisfies their 

expectations. At this point developer finishes any remaining work, performs system 

testing and releases the prototype as an end-product (evolutionary prototyping) or if the 

prototype suffers from poor design decisions throws it away and starts building a real 

system based on the prototype (throw away prototyping). 

 

Prototyping method has gained popularity because it allows capturing the requirements 

of the end user in a very concrete form. Prototyping greatly reduces the time spent on 

formulating detailed requirements and allows for major adjustment during the 

development process. This method is often used for developing web applications when 

either the end user cannot formulate the detailed requirements or the developer can’t 

clearly understand them, which is often the case. 

 

In most cases testing is conducted after the system has been accepted by the users. In 

some cases however, testing can be an ongoing process incorporated into each 

iteration.  

Drawing 2: Prototyping method 



2.1.3 V-model 

 

V-model is another popular modification of Waterfall model. In the V-model each 

development phase has a corresponding test phase. Software is designed on the left 

(downhill) side of the model and tested on the right (uphill) part of the model.  

 
 

Drawing 3: V-model 

2.1.4 Iterative and incremental models 

 

In iterative and incremental models, software is either built in short cycles or in small 

“chunks” of functionality in a step-by-step manner and integrated at the end. Most Agile 

development methods are iterative or incremental. 



 

Drawing 4: The iterative and incremental model 

 

2.1.5 Test driven development 

 

TDD [15] is a methodology that uses tests to aid developers in writing the right 

software in a simple and incremental way [16]. The concept is widely applied to 

refactoring and debugging of legacy code. It is strongly backed by the XP movement 

and belongs to the agile software development family. Kent Beck identifies the following 

phases of TDD: 

 

Create a new test. 

In TDD, a developer starts by writing an automated unit test for a requirement. In order 

to do so, the developer needs a thorough and full understanding of the specification and 

requirement. This test case is then added to the existing test suite and will inevitably fail 

as the code implementing the functionality has not been written yet. 

 

Run all test cases from the test suite. 

A new test case has been added to the test suite and all tests are run: this is to ensure 

that the test case fails as there is no code that covers the requirement: it also serves the 



purpose of validating the test case itself - a non-failing false test cases are removed 

from the test suite. 

 

Implement the requirements. 

The next phase is to write code that implements the requirements. At this stage, it is not 

important how the code is constructed - this will be looked at in the next phase. The 

main goal is to write code that passes the new test case and thus fulfills the user 

requirement.  

 

Run all test cases from the test suite. 

A new test should now pass; this is the evidence that the code from the previous step 

correctly implements the requirement; the developer is also confident that his change 

did not break any other part of the system. Testing a new component or unit and 

regression testing of the whole system is performed in the same test run. 

 

Refactoring. 

The code written in step 3 may be subject to refactoring to clean it up and improve the 

design. The test suite can be run many times to ensure that no regressions were 

introduced and a new functionality can be continuously re-tested.  

 

Repeating. 

The whole application is built in small-step increments.  

 

TDD provides instant feedback on whether the requirement was correctly implemented 

and whether it collides with the existing functionality. As the whole application is broken 

into small, easy to manage units of code with high readability, developer does not need 

to fear refactoring the code to make it less complex. Tests can be used for 

communication and documentation purposes. The question of whether the quality of the 

code and integrity of the system are positively affected by TDD remains without answer.   



 
 

Drawing 5: Test driven development methodology 

 

2.2. Testing in general 

 

In the Introduction it was stated that testing can be conducted on many levels. The 

following chapter describes in details the characteristics of mentioned testing 

methodologies. This chapter will focus mainly on functional testing. Non-functional, such 

as usability testing, performance testing or scalability testing will be mentioned briefly, 

but will not be covered in detail. 

2.2.1 Testing techniques 

 

The following chapters summarize testing techniques as described in reference [17], 

[13] and [18]. 

2.2.1.1 Black box testing 

 

Black box testing focuses on software’s external attributes and behavior. Testing a 

piece of software can be performed without any knowledge about the internal 

computation. This type of testing is referred as black-box testing. Each test case 

consists of a set of inputs or preconditions and an output. The correctness of an output 

is judged on its conformity to the technical specification. This type of test is looking at 

the application from user’s point of view. 

 



Black-box testing methods include: 

● Equivalence partitioning 

● Boundary value analysis 

● Decision table testing 

● All-pairs testing 

● State transition tables 

 

A great example of black box testing in web application world is Selenium Framework 

[chapter 5.1]. The tests are executed in a browser and have no knowledge of internal 

computation on the server. 

2.2.1.2 White box testing 

 

White-box [13], glass-box or structure-based testing relies mostly on code analysis. The 

object of testing (that is, the code itself) is treated as a white-box, meaning that the 

person performing the testing has access to the internal logic of the software. Typically 

white-box testing is performed at a unit test level by a developer. This type of test is 

looking at the application from developer’s point of view. 

 

The following techniques are often applied: 

● Static testing. A code analysis technique used to assess the syntactic validity of 

the code: can be performed both by a human tester (by means of code reviews, 

walkthrough, etc.) or by automated interpreter or compiler, 

● Statement Testing and Coverage. This technique is used to identify and exercise 

the executable statements in the code: used to perform a part of the code 

coverage analysis, 

● Decision Testing and Coverage. The purpose is to identify and exercise parts of 

the code that execute the decision outcomes. 

 

An example of white box test in the web application world would be standard Unit tests 

[chapter 2.2.2]. Unit tests are tightly coupled with code they are supposed to test.  

 

2.2.1.3 Gray box testing 

 

Gray box testing incorporates elements of both, black box testing and white box testing. 

It leverages the knowledge of source code and application’s environment to aid 

standard black box testing in finding more appropriate scenarios and corner cases. 

Gray box testing enhances productivity and efficiency of bug finding.  

 



Gray box testing is well suited for testing Web applications because it takes into account 

high-level design and environment context. At the same time it will reveal problems and 

bugs that are not as easily discovered by black and white box testing.  

 

2.2.2 Unit testing 

 

Unit testing refers to the functional testing at lowest possible testing level: a function, a 

class or a component. Since a piece of software is tested in isolation, the 

communicating interfaces need to be provided in a form of stubs, drivers or test 

harness. Most automation tests are performed on unit test level. There are many 

benefits of testing at the unit level: 

● because the software system does not need to be complete, testing can start 

early and eradicate the errors during the development phase,  

● unit test can guide the development (see Test-driven development), 

● unit testing provides regression when the testable unit of code is refactored, 

● unit tests can replace formal technical design, 

● unit tests aim for decoupling the modules. 

 

2.2.3 Integration testing 

 

Main objective of integration testing is to verify that the communication (interface) 

between the modules works as designed. Most software system can be integrated in 

any of the three ways: 

● big bang - all the modules are connected at the same time, 

● top-down, 

● bottom-up. 

 

2.2.4 Regression testing 

 

Any change in software may lead to software regressions - once fixed bug that 

resurfaces after a specified event (major refactoring of existing code, upgrade to a new 

environment, changes to existing functionality). The code that previously was working 

according to its specification, stops working correctly. A software regression may be: 

● Local – a change such as a bug fix introduces a new bug in the changed module 

or component, 



● Remote – a change in one part of the software breaks functionality in another 

module or component, 

● Unmasked – a change reveals an already existing bug that was not visible before 

the change. 

In order to verify that no part of the system was broken after the upgrade or major 

change, regression testing is performed. Now, the regressions are unexpected side 

effects and bug fixes typically obscure more defects. The most typical technique applied 

involves executing test cases that have been executed before the modification. Often 

those test cases are automated unit test cases and are executed automatically after 

each check in of code.  

 

2.2.5 Test automation 

 

Test automation [18], [19] is a common practice at many companies. The main drive 

behind test automaton is the need to have a regression testing. Repeating same test 

cases manually can be a tedious task: not to mention the difficulties to conduct the 

same test many times in exactly the same manner. Writing automated test cases is also 

required in Test Driven Development methodology.  

 

In problem definition section, I stated that test automation takes significantly more time 

than manual testing. If automated testing is so expensive, what are the benefits over 

manual testing? Is it work the extra cost? 

 

Test automation rarely means that the testing is more effective or finds more bugs; most 

often only the first run will find bugs in the code, as is the case with manual test 

execution. When taking into account the high cost of automated test suite maintenance, 

one may ask what the benefits of it are; here is a short list of most important 

advantages: 

● Continuous regression testing to ensure that changing code or fixing bugs did not 

introduce new errors, 

● Raised confidence in code quality facilitates speedier development, 

● Performing test cases that otherwise may be difficult to conduct; the typical 

example is performance testing, 

● Better allocation of resources - by automating tedious, manual tasks one can 

save time and allocate testers to new and more pressing tasks, 

● Consistency in testing - a good automated test tool executes test cases in the 

same way on the same test inputs, providing better consistency and repeatability, 

● Reuse of tests - tests written once can be run multiple times. 



● Unit tests not only help to ensure that the software works as intended, but also 

serve as a documentation; they describe the software more accurately than the 

requirements specification. 

 

The process of creating automated test cases is almost the same as when creating 

manual test cases: 

● Identifying the testable functions, 

● Designing test cases, 

● Implementing test cases, 

● Execution, 

● Outcome analysis and reporting. 

 

Identification of test conditions is the first activity in the process of test automation; 

namely what to test. It may be tempting to automate every test condition (an item that 

can be tested and verified). In practice, a test automation suite is built over time by 

constantly adding new test cases.  

During design phase, a logical flow in the test case is decided. A numerous test cases 

were identified in the first phase, now they need to be described formally and 

implemented. 

Implementation of test cases is often done in a test framework - a tool for implementing 

and executing test cases.  

Often test execution is also automated; test cases are executed according to a 

schedule, every time a developer checks in the code or when a new build is created. 

The results from the test run should be automatically reported. 

 

2.3. Web applications vs. traditional computer programs 

 

Drawing 6: Difference between desktop application and Web application 

 



Web-based and desktop-based applications have radically different architecture, user 

interface, execution environment, requirements and limitations.  

 

Key differences are: 

 a web application is executed in the context of a web browser, not an operating 

system, 

 the code is executed in two separate places: on the server and in the web 

browser, 

 the code for the server is written in a different language than code for the client. 

2.3.1 Characteristics of Web Applications  

 

A web application is a computer software accessed over the network through a web-

browser.  

 

Web application shares some characteristics with website, such as: 

● Both are accessed through a web-browser, 

● Both use HTTP protocol. 

 

Website is a means of publishing information. When a user opens a website, a file is 

requested from the server and displayed in the user's browser. A web application on the 

other hand is more complicated: 

● It reacts on user’s actions, hence it’s interactive, 

● it performs computation on the server and delivers result of a computation to the 

browser, 

● It maintains state and is capable of saving/restoring previous work, 

● It relies on client-side logic/JavaScript as well as on server side logic and 

persistent storage, 

● It can maintain persistent connection (websockets). Website does not maintain 

persistent connection with the server. 

3 Research Methodology 

 

A detailed literature and online-resources study was carried out to gather material 

related to the software testing lifecycle and assess the current state of the art in web 

application testing. A survey of technology was made and well-known solutions 

addressing the found issues were evaluated. 



To get better understanding of a broad number of factors affecting the real life use of 

web application testing, a case study research in Get a Newsletter company was carried 

out.  

 

This thesis addresses the objectives mentioned in the aim section by performing an 

exploratory case study following the methodology mentioned by Runeson et al. [21]. 

Qualitative methods were selected to conduct this case study because they provide 

better ground for idea formation.  

 

Qualitative research methodology concentrates on its aims which lead to understanding 

a certain (typically social) phenomena that cannot be well-explained using quantitative 

methods, i.e. the aspect we are interested in that cannot be expressed with numbers. 

Collected data is then used for analysis and the typical outcome could be action plan. 

Some of the most common techniques include interviews and focus groups. Typical 

questions answered through qualitative research methodology are “how”, “why” and 

“what” rather than “how many”, “how often”, etc. 

 

This thesis was created to answer a qualitative rather than quantitative question hence 

qualitative methods are most suitable. Qualitative research methods also go hand in 

hand with the thesis goal of observing a process (web application testing) in depth and 

documenting its steps and suggesting improvements. The outcome is a suggested 

framework and set of best practices based on non/measurable factors.  

 

 

The overall methodology for this research was as follows: 

1. Definition of aims and objectives and planning of the case study, 

2. Background analysis - what is the current state of testing technologies and tools? 

How are they used? Who may be interested in the outcome of this thesis? 

3. Collecting data. Observations and evidence is gathered for later analysis, 

4. Analysis of collected data, 

5. Reporting and dissemination of the information. 

 

This case study was carried out in the background during author’s 2 years of work in the 

company. The data collection and technology research was an ongoing process, 

performed as a part of regular work at the company. This included: 

- collecting information from customers by performing informal customer 

satisfaction surveys 

- collecting and analyzing data from major incidents, like application downtime 

- finding root causes for major incidents - answering the questions like “why has 

this happen?”, “how this could have been avoided?”, etc., typically hosted as a 

focus group with all team members 



- collecting quantitative data about number of bug reports, number of new unit 

tests added, number of new function points in the code 

 

Reporting and in depth analysis of the results came later, after project has been finished 

and author could focus on writing down the results.  

 

Walsham [23] mentions two different roles of the case study researchers, “outside 

observer” and “involved researcher”. In this case the author was assuming the position 

of involved researcher because he was directly involved in testing of the software and 

work often required research of how testing can be carried out and experimentation with 

new technologies and frameworks. 

4 Web testing 

 

This chapter describes the approach to testing modern web applications. 

 

There are several approaches of testing web applications; each with its own benefits 

and drawbacks.  All however are limited in scope and none of them covers the entire 

complexity of the problem. In this chapter the challenges associated with testing web 

applications are discussed. It also describes how the web has changed over the last two 

decades and how the approach to testing has evolved. 

4.1 Evolution of the web 

 

The web as a medium has changed dramatically since its beginning in 1991. From a 

means of exchanging simple text documents it evolved to become a universe of 

hyperlinked web pages and web applications. Today web is a platform for watching 

video, playing music, accessing information and executing applications.  

 

In 1996 World Wide Web as we know it was just emerging. At that time HTML was a 

basic markup language that could merely display text and images; JavaScript was very 

limited and could not be used for application development. To remedy this situation both 

Java and Flash plugins were introduced. For many years these plugins were the only 

way of delivering applications through the web browser. It was not a good situation for 

several reasons. Both of these technologies were not standardized and suffered from 

multiple security flaws [3] that effectively became a platform for delivering malware [4]. 

In addition Flash was an expensive, proprietary technology not fully supported outside 

of Windows operating systems. 

 



In 2004 two big changes happened that reshaped the web. Mozilla released first version 

of Firefox, open source web browser that pushed for web standardization. Firefox was 

quickly adopted by many users who were not happy with Internet Explorer’s monopoly. 

Another change was introduction of Google Gmail, first real web application that did not 

use Flash or Java. Gmail showed that JavaScript with help of AJAX [5], an emerging 

technology is capable of delivering native web applications without any plugins. This 

point marks the time when Java and Flash started to decline in favor of native web 

applications. 

 

In 2008 Google released Chrome, web browser that was much faster than any other on 

the market and supported HTML5 amongst many new standards. Around the same time 

Apple Safari implemented drag&drop functionality that gave the native applications 

similar feeling to desktop-based applications.  

 

Shortly after introduction of Chrome, market of web browsers became very competitive. 

Several new technologies such as CSS3, geolocation, Audio & Video elements, WebGL 

and many others were introduced and quickly adopted by major web browsers. Java 

plugin became blocked by default on all major browsers. In 2011, development of Flash 

plugin was abandoned and its market share is in steady decline. New web applications 

are almost entirely developed using native web technologies. 

 

4.2 Test types 

 

The current state of the art of web application testing lists three main methodologies of 

testing. 

 

1. There is traditional, manual testing. All tests are executed by a person who is 

interacting with the web browser and reporting the errors manually, 

2. There are Unit tests. These tests are capable of verifying the server side 

business logic of the application, 

3. There are browser-based tests that can verify web interface, client-side code and 

partially server-side logic.  

 

Depending on the type of the web application, and its complexity, appropriate test 

methodology should be used. Complex web applications must use all of these 

methodologies to cover the full spectrum of functionality and aesthetic values of the 

application. 



4.3 Technical challenges in testing web applications 

 

Web application lives in much more complex environment than stand-alone desktop 

application or typical client-server application. If the web application fails, the problem 

might lie in the application’s server-side code, web-browser interpretation of client-side 

code, web browser capabilities, application compatibility with other OS components, 

network proxy solutions, client’s OS environment, client’s browser version, client’s 

browser settings, client’s cookie policy, etc. 

 

Modern web application consists of several layers, both on the server and in the 

browser. 

 

Server-side layers: 

1. Persistent data storage  

a. most often in form of a database 

2. Server-side business logic 

a. Code written in one or several different languages 

b. API integration with third-party services such as online-payment or 

invoicing 

3. HTML and JavaScript generation 

a. HTML and JavaScript generated depending on the context 

4. Server side caching and load balancing 

a. Caching of data to lighten the load on the database backend 

b. Infrastructure for dealing with heavy network load 

 

Client-side logic: 

 

5. In-browser application rendering 

a. HTML, CSS and JavaScript rendering 

b. Server may deliver different code depending on the client’s browser 

6. JavaScript execution and subsequent AJAX requests 

a. After the initial content has been rendered, rest of the content is loaded via 

AJAX requests  

b. AJAX requests are sent to the server depending on the user’s actions 

7. HTML persistent storage 

a. Often used in new applications to reduce client-server traffic 

 

 

These multiple layers make holistic testing a difficult problem. 

 



Traditional unit testing covers layers between 1 and 4. This was enough several years 

ago when web applications were simple and all the important code was executed 

exclusively on the server. Now, however modern web applications rely heavily on 

JavaScript and client-side logic. Testing of JavaScript is not well developed and poorly 

understood.  

Ready-made solutions for testing JavaScript are not yet incorporated into web 

frameworks, which means it is up to the developer to solve the problem of JavaScript 

testing. This results in web applications that are often delivered without any client-side 

tests. 

 

Client-side logic implemented in JavaScript is interpreted by the JavaScript-engine of 

the web browser. There are countless numbers of web browsers on the market: Internet 

Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Safari, Opera and many more. All of these 

browsers are present on the market in multiple versions. Internet Explorer 7, 8 and 9 are 

currently used. There are numerous differences and bugs in JavaScript handling in all of 

these web browsers and their JavaScript-engines. This makes the generation of 

JavaScript that works in the same manner in all web browsers, one of the most difficult 

tasks of building web application. 

 

All of these differences and lack of single JavaScript-engine implementation that follows 

the standard makes testing of modern web applications a very complicated problem. 

 

One of my research questions in concerned with this exact problem. Web applications 

are complex; testing of complex applications in itself is even more complex. Web 

developers are facing a difficult problem: how much time should be spent on testing? To 

comprehensively test any non-trivial web application, one must spend over 50% of the 

time on testing. Is allocation of so much resources to testing a time well spent?  

 

Server-side unit testing (layers 1-4) is well understood and often incorporated into web 

frameworks. It’s widely used in the industry.  

 

Test frameworks that span between layer 5 and 7 are a very recent invention [6] and not 

fully mature. There are few testing tools that are attempting to solve this problem; 

selected ones discussed in detail in chapter 5.  

 

5. Browser automation 

 

As mentioned earlier, client-side testing and JavaScript testing in particular is as of now, 

not incorporated into web development frameworks. To test the Front End of the web 



application one needs to turn to web browser automation. Web browser automation and 

in-browser testing is a very recent development. Traditionally web applications (or 

websites) had little client-side logic, which was covered with manual testing. Modern 

web applications implement substantial amount of functionality in JavaScript which 

cannot be tested using traditional approach, manual testing on the other hand 

consumes too much time in the long run. 

 

There are few tools that try to cover the client-side testing. In this chapter selected tools 

are described and their methodology and functionality is discussed.  

There are only two open source, semi-mature frameworks for in-browser testing: 

Selenium and WATIR. These two frameworks will receive most of my attention. In case 

study chapter I will describe in detail my attempt on using Selenium in the production 

environment. Proprietary tools for in browser automation are either prohibitively 

expensive or immature in comparison and will receive little or no attention.  

 

This chapter directly deals with the research question stated in the problem definition 

chapter. “How to execute test cases in multiple web browsers to ensure browser 

compatibility”. The only possible solution to this problem, aside of manual testing, is web 

browser automation. This chapter documents my research and discusses the 

effectiveness of this solution 

5.1 Selenium framework 

 

Selenium is the most recognizable and widely used framework for web browser 

automation. Selenium runs on Windows, Linux and OSX. It supports all major browsers, 

Internet Explorer, Firefox, Opera and Chrome [8]. 

 

Selenium supports several programing languages for writing tests. Among officially 

supported are Java, C#, Ruby and Python [8].  

Selenium testing ecosystem consists of three main projects, Selenium IDE, Selenium 

WebDriver and Selenium Remote Control. 

 

5.1.1 Selenium IDE 

 

Selenium IDE is an integrated development environment for Selenium. It is 

implemented as an extension to Firefox browser that allows recording, editing and 

debugging tests. Recorded tests can be modified and exported as test cases that are 

suitable to run in Selenium Remote Control. 

 



Selenium IDE is intended as a rapid prototyping tool and it is a great starting point for 

learning the selenium framework. It is however not suitable for creating stable and high-

quality tests cases. It lacks support for many basic functions such as drag-and-drop, 

support for frames or proper handling of time/AJAX requests. 

 

It is capable of creating half-working test case that can be exported and corrected by a 

programmer.  

 

Drawing 7: Selenium IDE 

 

5.1.2 Selenium web driver 

 

Selenium web driver is a tool that is responsible for starting a web browser and 

executing actions in the browser’s window as a normal user would. Selenium web driver 

is making direct calls to the web browser using each browser’s native support for 

automation. It means that the browser must have native support for automation in order 

to work with selenium. The level of support for native automation varies for different 

browsers, and not all browsers support full functionality. 

 



Selenium web driver is capable of running test cases exported from the Selenium IDE. 

Test cases can be executed in the browser either locally or on the remote machine 

using Selenium Server.  

 

from selenium import webdriver 

from selenium.common.exceptions import TimeoutException 

from selenium.webdriver.support.ui import WebDriverWait # available since 

2.4.0 

from selenium.webdriver.support import expected_conditions as EC # available 

since 2.26.0 

 

# Create a new instance of the Firefox driver 

driver = webdriver.Firefox() 

 

# go to the google home page 

driver.get("http://www.google.com") 

 

# find the element that's name attribute is q (the google search box) 

inputElement = driver.find_element_by_name("q") 

 

# type in the search  

inputElement.send_keys("Cheese!") 

 

# submit the form (although google automatically searches now without 

submitting) 

inputElement.submit() 

 

# the page is ajaxy so the title is originally this: 

print driver.title 

 

try: 

    # we have to wait for the page to refresh, the last thing that seems to 

be updated is the title 

    WebDriverWait(driver, 10).until(EC.title_contains("Cheese!")) 

 

    # You should see "cheese! - Google Search" 

    print driver.title 

 

finally: 

    driver.quit() 

Code listing 1: Example use of selenium web driver with Python bindings 

 

 



5.1.3 Selenium remote control / Selenium server 

Drawing 8: Selenium remote control architecture. Source http://docs.seleniumhq.org 

 

Selenium server is capable of running test cases on several remote machines 

simultaneously. It is particularly useful if one needs to run tests on several different 

operating systems, or on different versions of the same web browser. 

 5.1.4 Summary 

 

Selenium is one of the best frameworks for testing Web applications. Strong points of 

this framework are: Integrated Desktop Environment, remote test execution on multiple 

platforms and ability to write tests in several different programming languages. Its ability 

to drive all the major browsers on multiple operating systems makes it an excellent tool 

for in-browser testing.  

http://docs.seleniumhq.org/
http://docs.seleniumhq.org/
http://docs.seleniumhq.org/
http://docs.seleniumhq.org/
http://docs.seleniumhq.org/
http://docs.seleniumhq.org/
http://docs.seleniumhq.org/


5.2 Watir framework 

 

Watir stands for Web Application Testing in Ruby [9]; it is tool similar to Selenium that 

allows web browser automation. It uses browsers in the same way people do, by 

clicking links, filling forms and pressing buttons. It is supporting all major operating 

systems, Windows, OSX and Linux. Natively Watir drives only Internet Explorer on 

windows, Watir-WebDriver however supports Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer and 

Opera. Test cases can be written only in Ruby programming language. 

 

Listing 7 shows how to write a simple test to ensure correct functionality of a web page.  

 

require 'watir' 

require 'watir-webdriver' 

 

browser = Watir::Browser.new 

browser.goto 'http://google.com' 

browser.text_field (:name, "q" ).set("Watir") 

browser.button(:name, "btnG").click 

 

if browser.text.include?( "Web Application Testing in Ruby" ) 

  puts "Test Passed. Found the text : 'Web Application Testing in Ruby'. " 

else 

  puts "Test Failed. Could not find: 'Web Application Testing in Ruby'. " 

end 

 

Code listing 2: Simple test in Watir 

 

Compared to Selenium, this test requires much less code. Contrary to Selenium, Watir 

has the support for AJAX built in, which means that a programmer does not need to 

handle timing issues. Watir waits for all the requests to finish before executing next 

command. 

 

5.2.1 Summary 

 

Watir is a very clean and concise framework for browser automation. It runs on multiple 

platforms and drives all the major browsers. It requires less code than Selenium 

because of its built-in support for AJAX and timing. Watir is built in Ruby and supports 

only Ruby programming language for writing tests. It does not have any IDE or support 

for remote test execution, which makes it less approachable choice. 



5.3 Proprietary frameworks 

There are several proprietary frameworks for browser automation on the market. Three 

major ones were briefly examined. 

5.3.1 Ranorex 

 

Ranorex [20] is a closed source framework for browser automation. It has excellent 

documentation and comprehensive toolset, which includes IDE and test recording. 

Ranorex runs only on Windows operating system. There is no open-source or free 

version. The license needs to be purchased in order to use the framework.  

This framework is outside of the scope of this thesis because of its closed nature.  

5.3.2 HP QuickTest Professional 

 

HP QuickTest Professional is a proprietary, closed-source testing framework. It 

supports Internet Explorer automation on Windows operating system. It does not 

support any other browser or platform. The test can be written in stripped down Visual 

Basic.  

 

QuickTest seems to be targeting enterprise level customers that already use HP Quality 

Center test suite. High licensing costs and very limited capabilities makes puts this 

framework outside of the scope of this thesis. 

 

5.3.3 Squish for Web 

 

Squish is a test automation framework that supports Windows, OSX and Linux. It 

supports major browsers, including Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome and Opera. Tests 

can be written in several different scripting languages, including Ruby, JavaScript, 

Python and TCL. Squish includes Integrated Development Environment that supports 

live test recording.  

 

Squish is very promising framework with impressive support for platforms, browsers and 

programming languages. High licensing costs makes it a questionable choice when 

compared to Selenium. 

 

6. Case study 

 



This case study documents author’s work at the Get a Newsletter company. It reports 

his struggle to deliver reliable software on tight schedule and his approach to testing 

modern web applications.  

This case study was an ongoing process carried out in the background throughout 1.5 

years spent at the company. This was an exploratory case study that involved research 

on new technologies and experimentation. 

6.1 Context 

6.1.1 Background 

 

“Get a Newsletter” is a web-based application for creating and sending newsletters - 

periodical, electronic mails. It enables user to easily create rich-content HTML email 

message, send it to the list of subscribers and watch in real-time the report on open rate 

and link clicks.  

It is based on standard Client-Server architecture. Web browser acts as a client; it 

connects to the application located remotely on the web server through HTTP protocol.  

Most of the application’s code is written in Python programming language and based on 

Django framework [7], some modules however are written in PHP language. Data is 

stored in the MySQL database. 

Most of the modules do not require JavaScript to function; some however rely heavily 

on Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) technology.  

6.1.2 Initial state 

 

My employment in the company was prompted by a need to improve the quality of the 

application and to carry out further development. Before author’s employment at the 

company, it never had a full-time programmer. The development until that time was 

handled by part time consultants and owners themselves.  

The application was working well on the surface, and successful with the clients, 

however it suffered from poor design decisions, number of known bugs and limitations. 

It was noticeable that the application has been written by numerous programmers not 

familiar with Python language and Django framework. It resulted in code written using 

techniques from JAVA and PHP worlds, which were not optimal for Python application. 

In addition to that, many blocks of the code were wrapped in try-except-ignore clauses 

to cover up for buggy code or possibly erroneous user-input.  

 

Some of the code was covered by unit tests, written together or right after the 

corresponding code. These tests were not updated to reflect later code changes and it 

resulted in situation where not maintained tests were failing, rendering them of little use.  



 

Time and budget constraints through the lifetime of the application led to the situation 

where adding new functionality or even bug fixing was a risky and time consuming task.  

There was general understanding of this situation within the company which resulted in 

the decision to rewrite the modules that were limited by design decisions, and refactor 

other modules that were fulfilling its roles but were hard to maintain or suffered from 

bugs. 

 

6.2 Objectives 

 

Objectives of author's work at the company relate to the research questions stated in 

the problem definition chapter, but are not exactly the same. The primary objective of 

this case study was to raise the quality of the code and flexibility of the Get a Newsletter 

application, as well as making it easier to maintain and develop further.  

This objective is closely correlated with web testing, a primary research theme of this 

paper. 

 

The most important and complex module of the project, the Newsletter Wizard, was not 

covered by tests. It was a constant source of bug reports that were very hard to 

reproduce and fix. The goal was to either refactor the existing code or rewrite the 

module from scratch. While the objective of the work was the quality improvement of 

this module, the case study research was focused on the testing of this module. 

 

Secondary objective was to refactor existing code-base. Especially the highly-coupled 

“users” module into separate, loosely coupled modules. Users module was handling 

authentication, user settings, registration, invoicing, account upgrading and payments. 

Due to high coupling this module was hard to test using traditional unit testing 

techniques.  

 

Another goal was to focus on the development model in order to improve it. There was 

general impression in the company that switching to the test driven development 

methodology would solve many of the quality related problems. The goal of the case 

study was to assess if this methodology could be implemented within the company. 

6.3 Data collection 

 

Data collection was an ongoing process during author’s work.  

 

Collected data can be divided into two main groups: qualitative and quantitative data. 



 

Qualitative data as outlined in chapter 3 aims to answers questions “how”, “what”, 

“why”. These are especially useful when working with processes and testing and 

deployment are structures processes. Quantitative data is typically related to measured 

values and often is used in statistics. A number of bug reports submitted by the users 

may be a good indicator as to the quality of a software: however to answer the question 

“why is quality low”, one typically looks at flaws in processes. In this case study a quality 

problem was found to be inefficient client-side testing and the solution to the problem 

was to apply a structured framework of test that are executed on regular basis to ensure 

that no old bugs are reintroduced and no previously working functionality stopped 

performing accordingly. 

 

One of the main data sources in assessing the quality of the code, were bug reports 

delivered by users directly through email and phone calls. Aside from the bug reports, 

application was generating an automatic crash report each time the code encountered 

an error.  

 

A number of spontaneous, unstructured interviews and discussions with other 

employees of the company was an important data source in collecting the requirements 

and evaluating the results of the work. 

 

Most of the data collected in this was of qualitative nature.  

6.4 Data analysis 

 

Qualitative data analysis is often the most difficult part of a case study. It often starts by 

detecting emerging patterns. Analysis of data can be done on two levels: 

- thematic or descriptive analysis. 

- in-depth analysis. 

 

For most qualitative research, thematic analysis is sufficient. It helps to identify 

common, reoccurring issues by studying data. Once these issues are identified, it is 

important to validate results. One way to validate the results is to compare with other, 

similar research to find common denominators, also known as triangulation. If the wide 

set of researches back the results one obtained from own qualitative research, it 

strengthen the validity of a research. Another technique is member checking - 

presenting the conclusion to original study participants to see how well they identify their 

perceived issues with study’s result. 

 



When the thesis’ author first joined and project and collected information about the task, 

he observed a certain pattern - changes in the software code were necessary to make 

the product competitive but were dreaded at the same time, due to the instability they 

introduced. This suggested that better regression testing must be performed and should 

be prioritized. 

 

Another set of discussions led to the conclusion that deploying new versions of the 

software is difficult and a time consuming process. This resulted in a new task – 

automation of the deployment process. 

Analyzing customer bugs reports (both content and their numbers) and information 

collected from other employees led to conclusion that holistic testing (that is testing 

encompassing both server and client side) is a necessity to meet the expected quality 

requirements. This conclusion started the new direction in project development, where 

more emphasis was put on testing and refactoring than just on adding new functionality. 

 

All these are examples of thematic (or descriptive) analysis and led to conclusion that 

could not have been drawn from quantitative data only. 

 

6.5 Raw data and observations 

 

6.5.1 Covering legacy code with unit tests 

 

When the project started, there was a small number of unit tests. Those tests were 

written together with the code to verify its validity, but were not maintained later, after 

the code changed and not used for regression testing. It resulted in situation where 

many of these tests were failing when run. 

Examining and refactoring these tests at the very beginning of my work gave me the 

opportunity to learn the code and identify other shortcomings and problems within the 

project. Investigation of why particular test is failing, and tracking back the code in SCM 

system, was not only helping to resolve the problem, but also helped me to understand 

how given functionality has evolved over the time. When all the unit-tests were fixed, it 

was possible to proceed with the refactoring of the code. 

 

6.5.2 Newsletter wizard and testing of user interface 

 

The core of the entire Get a Newsletter system is the Newsletter Wizard. A tool that 

enables inexperienced users to create content-rich, HTML emails. From the business 



perspective, this is the most important module of the system; since it distinguishes Get 

a Newsletter from other competing systems on the market. 

Shortly after joining the team, we started discussing enhancements and possibility of 

refactoring this module. It was a good system from the users’ perspective, because it 

was easy to use and produced very good results in short amount of time. However from 

our perspective, it was a constant source of bug reports that were taking substantial 

amount of time to fix. Architecture of the wizard was not well thought through and the 

code was not of the highest quality. There were no unit-tests or any browser-based 

tests, all testing was performed manually. Code was written in such a way that it was 

difficult to add new features without substantial risk of breaking existing functionality. 

Consequently, adding new features was time consuming since all the regression testing 

had to be done by hand. Nevertheless, users were not concerned with the inner-

workings of the system, therefore they were happy because the system did what it was 

designed to do. In that respect it was a successful software. We however felt that we 

cannot take it to the next level and implement all the features that were requested by 

our users in timely and safe way. We decided to rewrite the system from scratch with 

focus on better architecture, code quality and easiness of further enhancements. 

 

After the project was completed and we had a new, working newsletter wizard, it was 

time to cover it with tests. Newsletter wizard in question can definitely be classified 

under the “Modern web application” category. It makes heavy use of JavaScript and 

AJAX technologies. Components and user interface is loaded asynchronously in 

response to what user clicks. State of the wizard is automatically saved after each user 

action. Most of the code is implemented in JavaScript and executed in the browser. As 

a result of this complexity, traditional server-side unit tests can cover only a fraction of 

the functionality of this software.  

We were aware that most of the bugs reported by the users occurred only on some 

browsers or were related to the client-side JavaScript. Therefore we decided to focus on 

JavaScript and in-browser testing when covering the new wizard with tests.  

The first research question, the one that relates to the browser automation was 

prompted by the desire to automate the manual and tedious testing of this module in 

various web browsers. 

 

 

6.5.2.1 Browser-based testing 

 

Django testing framework does not support any form of JavaScript or browser-based 

tests at all. To implement in-browser tests one has to use one of the testing frameworks 

that had JavaScript and user-browser in focus. After short research it was decided to 



use Selenium framework. Decision was based on the maturity of the system and 

substantial amount of documentation available online. 

The primary goal of using browser-based test was to minimize time spent on manual 

testing. Secondary goal was to lower the risk of releasing buggy software. Previous 

version of the wizard did not have any tests, and we spent numerous hours testing 

everything by hand in the browser. We wanted to cut down on the testing time and 

always be sure that a new version does not introduce new bugs. 

 

6.5.2.2 Scenario testing 

We devised several typical use cases for the wizard and decided to implement them as 

browser-based tests. An example of the scenario would be: 

 

1. User logs in to the system 

2. User navigates to the newsletter section 

3. User creates new Newsletter based on two-column template 

4. User fills in the subject of the email 

5. User edits the default content and replaces it with his own text 

6. User chooses the sample image to insert in the email 

7. User deletes other unused blocks 

8. User closes the editor 

 

Other scenario would be: 

1. User logs in to the system 

2. User navigates to the newsletter section 

3. User clicks the latest draft-newsletter 

4. User adds new image to the draft 

5. User previews the ready-to-send email 

6. User sends the email. 

 

Selenium framework is written in Java and the recommended programming 

language for writing Selenium tests is Java. There are, however several officially 

supported language-bindings that allow other languages to be used for test 

implementation. Since the entire Get a Newsletter system is implemented in Python, it 

was natural choice to use Python to implement our tests.  

Scenario number one implemented in Selenium Framework using Python bindings 

looks like this: 

 

from selenium import webdriver 

from selenium.webdriver.common.by import By 

from selenium.webdriver.support.ui import Select 



from selenium.common.exceptions import NoSuchElementException 

import unittest, time, re 

import selenium.webdriver.support.ui as ui 

 

 

class LogInAndCreateNewsletterFromTemplate(unittest.TestCase): 

 

    def setUp(self): 

        # Use Firefox to execute this test. 

        self.driver = webdriver.Firefox() #This command opens FireFox window 

 

        # Wait 20 seconds after the browser initialization. 

        self.driver.implicitly_wait(20) 

 

        self.base_url = "http://admin.getanewsletter.com/" 

        self.verificationErrors = [] 

        self.accept_next_alert = True 

        self.wait = ui.WebDriverWait(self.driver, 10) 

     

    def test_log_in_and_create_newsletter_from_template(self): 

        driver = self.driver 

 

        # navigate to the authentication website 

        driver.get(self.base_url + "/application/login/?next=/") 

 

        # Fill in username 

        driver.find_element_by_id("id_username").clear() 

        driver.find_element_by_id("id_username").send_keys("pawel.suwala@gmail.com") 

 

        # Fill in password 

        driver.find_element_by_id("id_password").clear() 

        driver.find_element_by_id("id_password").send_keys("mypassword") 

 

        # click submit button 

        driver.find_element_by_css_selector("input[type=\"submit\"]").click() 

 

        # navigate to the newsletter section of the system 

        driver.find_element_by_css_selector("a.navItemMail > span").click() 

        driver.find_element_by_css_selector("span.ui-button-text").click() 

 

        # select the first template and click button to create new newsletter 

        driver.find_element_by_css_selector("div.choice_wrapper > img").click() 

        driver.find_element_by_css_selector("input[type=\"submit\"]").click() 

 

        # wait until the "loadingbox" element is no longer visible 

        self.wait.until(lambda driver: not driver.find_elements(value='loadingbox')) 

 

        # fill in subject of the email and click save 

        driver.find_element_by_id("id_subject").clear() 

        driver.find_element_by_id("id_subject").send_keys("Selenium Test!") 

        driver.find_element_by_xpath("(//button[@type='button'])[4]").click() 

 

        # simulate "mouse over" event on the first block in the editor to display UI 

        driver.execute_script("$('.sortable tr td.block-



cell:not(\".empty_area\"):eq(0)').trigger('mouseover')") 

        # click "Delete" button to remove it from the editor. 

        driver.find_element_by_css_selector("td.block-cell.active_block > div.handle-

container > div.handle.block-menu > a.remove > img[alt=\"Delete\"]").click() 

        driver.find_element_by_xpath("//button[@type='button']").click() 

 

        # Hover over the first heading element to display UI 

        driver.execute_script("$('.sortable 

.heading:eq(0)').children().trigger('mouseover')") 

        driver.execute_script("$('a.edit:visible').click()") 

        driver.find_element_by_css_selector("span.heading > a.edit > 

img[alt=\"Edit\"]").click() 

 

        # Fill in text and save 

        self.wait.until(lambda driver: driver.find_elements(value='id_head1-text')) 

        driver.find_element_by_id("id_head1-text").clear() 

        driver.find_element_by_id("id_head1-text").send_keys("This is my new shiny 

Newsletter") 

        driver.find_element_by_link_text("Save").click() 

        # Close the editor 

        driver.get(self.base_url + "/") 

 

 

Code Listing 3: example of selenium test 

 

Selenium framework proved to be useful tool in scenario testing. It finally allowed us to 

test our system from the user perspective. We could execute the same test on several 

web browsers to verify that system worked as expected everywhere. 

 

6.5.2.3 Shortcomings of in-browser testing 

It turned out that you cannot simply jump in and create great and stable Selenium tests 

without stumbling on several issues. Some of these issues are related to author’s own 

HTML code, other to the web browsers and Selenium framework itself. 

 

6.5.2.3.1 Writing testable HTML 

Writing code for the Selenium tests highlighted several problems. First of all, application 

wasn't written with testing in mind, therefore no time and effort was put into writing 

testable HTML. Previously, the user interface and JavaScript testing was performed 

simply by hand.  

That meant a live person was executing scenarios in the browser and looking for errors. 

It was easy for a human to execute manually step like this: “Choose two-column 

template”. For the computer however this step is hard to understand.  

 



Let us take a look at the first step of creating newsletter. This is the HTML code for 

displaying UI to choose a newsletter template. 

 

<div> Choose a template: 

    Default template <input type="radio" name="template" value="1"> 

    One column template <input type="radio" name="template" value="2"> 

    Two column template <input type="radio" name="template" value="3"> 

    Christmas template <input type="radio" name="template" value="4"> 

    Special template <input type="radio" name="template" value="5"> 

</div> 

Code Listing 4: HTML UI for choosing newsletter template 

 

This code simply displays a list of available templates and asks user to pick one. While 

for human it was very easy to pick “Two-column template”, for the automated test this is 

a tricky problem.  

 

One could argue that it’s easy to write test that picks the element right after the “Two 

column template” or template with value=”2”, but that is not a stable solution. This solution 

depends on the layout or text, both change often during the lifetime of the system. 

Moreover, care must be taken about quality and readability, so it is important to write 

test code that is straightforward and easy to understand.  

 

We should produce stable and easy to understand tests. Tests that are implemented in 

a sloppy way will be a liability and consume work-hours in the future. To produce a high-

quality test we need to refactor the code of the interface to be “testable” in the first 

place.  

 

  



<div> Choose a template: 

    Default template <input type="radio" name="template" value="1" id="one_column"> 

    One column template <input type="radio" name="template" value="2" 

id="two_column"> 

    Two column template <input type="radio" name="template" value="3" 

id="three_column"> 

    Christmas template <input type="radio" name="template" value="4" id="christmas"> 

    Special template <input type="radio" name="template" value="5" id="special"> 

</div> 

 

Code Listing 5: Same as Code listing 1, with added id attribute 

 

This change introduced unique id attribute that is easy to work with, greatly reduces the 

amount of code, and is stable. To click this element we can simply write: 

 

   driver.find_element_by_id("two_column").click() 

Code listing 6: snippet from Selenium test 

 

This code does not depend on the text, layout or value. We can rely on it and be 

reasonably confident that it is working as expected. 

 

6.5.2.3.2 Python support in Selenium Framework 

While official Selenium website [8] lists Python as a supported language, it fails to 

mention that it is only partially supported. At the time of writing, Selenium focuses on 

Java as a primary supported programming language. Several crucial functions of the 

selenium API, such as .clickAndWait() are not supported in Python.  

 

The online documentation for the Python API is also much smaller in comparison to 

Java documentation. In effect of this limitation, one needs to sometimes consult Java 

documentation and try to translate the code to Python. 

 

6.5.2.3.3 Browser drivers compatibility issues 

 

Selenium framework is designed with browser compatibility in mind. The idea is to write 

test once and be able to run it in several different browsers to verify that the web 

application works the same everywhere. This is one of the reasons we decided to use 

selenium in the first place. 

 

In practice browser drivers are not as compatible as expected. Initial assumption that 

test cases developed using Firefox will continue to run without issues on Opera and 



Chrome was false. Chrome seems to execute commands much faster than Firefox 

which results in errors because DOM is not updated fast enough in between 

commands. Opera driver on the other hand expects a numeric value to be returned 

when using “execute_script” method and crashes if it’s undefined.  In practice 

development of selenium tests requires significant time to fine-tune the code to work 

around all the drivers’ quirks. 

 

6.5.2.3.4 Selenium IDE plugin limitations 

 

The easiest way of developing selenium tests is to install Selenium IDE plugin to Firefox 

and “record” all the actions into a Test Case. The idea is to record a test done by hand 

in the browser and then export it as a Python Unit Test. 

 

In theory this is a great way of getting started, however Selenium IDE is very limited in 

what it records.  

 

Selenium IDE ignores all the: 

● Drag and drop actions 

● Mouse over actions 

● iFrames are completely ignored 

● It does not wait for the AJAX requests to be finished before executing next action 
 

In practice all my tests recorded using this tool were unrunnable without 

significant changes and fixes.  

6.6.3 Refactoring of the codebase 

6.6.3.1 Code-traps 

 

Original code had numerous try-except-ignore blocks. All the errors within such block 

were ignored, including programming errors such as uninitialized variables, typing 

errors, forgotten imports and other bugs. A bug within such block will not generate any 

error. User and system administrator will not be notified if something goes wrong. 

Such code is referred to as a code-trap, because in many cases it was put in place to 

mask existing bug that was not obvious for the programmer, and wrapping code in try-

except was the easiest way to get rid of the error message.  

Working with code that has many code-traps is risky and may lead to bugs that are very 

hard to find, since there is no manifestation of their existence.  Automatic testing of this 

type of code is very hard because there's no error message or crash report.  

 



Example of this type of code is listed below. This function was responsible for displaying 

latest unpaid invoice. 

 

@user_passes_test(lambda u: u.is_authenticated(), login_url="/application/login/") 

def unpaid_invoice(request):     

    user = request.user 

    try: 

        invoice = Invoice.objects.filter(user=user).latest('issued_time') 

        if not invoice.paid_time: 

            invoice_link = '/application/invoice/%s/%s/' % (invoice.id, invoice.hash) 

            invoice_end_date = invoice.due_time 

 

            c = RequestContext(request, { 

                'user': request.user, 

                'subnav': 'start', 

                'subnav2': 'upgrade', 

                'invoice_link': invoice_link, 

                'invoice_end_date': invoice_end_date, 

                'title': _("Unpaid invoice"), 

                'sub_title': _("Are you ready to pay?"), 

                'title_indent': True, 

                }) 

            return render_to_response('registration/unpaid_invoice.html', 

context_instance=c) 

    except: # This caches all the exceptions. Including programming errors and bugs. 

        pass # do nothing 

    request.user.message_set.create(message=_("No invoice to pay, want to upgrade 

your account?")) 

    return HttpResponseRedirect('/application/account/upgrade/') 

 

Code Listing 7: typical code-trap 

 

 

Listing below presents the refactored code that doesn't contain the try-except clause 

that masked the existence of an error. 

@login_required 

def unpaid_invoice(request): 

    user = request.user 

    invoices = Invoice.objects.filter(user=user, paid_time=None) 
 

    if not invoices: # There are no unpaid invoices 

        request.user.message_set.create(message=_("No invoice to pay, want to upgrade 

your account?")) 

        return HttpResponseRedirect('/application/account/upgrade/') 

    else: # Display page with unpaid invoice 
        invoice = invoices[0] 

        invoice_link = '/application/invoice/%d/%s/' % (invoice.id, invoice.hash) 

        invoice_end_date = invoice.due_time 

 

        c = RequestContext(request, { 

            'subnav': 'start', 

            'subnav2': 'upgrade', 

            'invoice_link': invoice_link, 

            'invoice_end_date': invoice_end_date, 

            'title': _("Unpaid invoice"), 



            'sub_title': _("Are you ready to pay?"), 

            'title_indent': True, 

            }) 

        return render_to_response('registration/unpaid_invoice.html', 

context_instance=c)    

Code Listing 8: Code refactored to remove try-except block 

 

The main change in the later code listing is lack of try-except clause, but the logic is 

also a little different. First we are asking database for invoices that are not paid, and 

then, in the if statement, we are checking if any exist. In the old code, we were asking 

for all the invoices, and checking if latest invoice had “paid_time” set.  

 

There was an unobvious bug in the old code, If user had no invoices at all, the if 

statement “if not invoice.paid_time” would throw an exception similar to 

“AttributeError: 'NoneType' object has no attribute 'paid_time'”, but this exception was 

caught by the “except” statement, and execution of the code continued as if no 

exception occurred. 

 

Wrapping code in try-except-ignore statement has many downsides, aside from obvious 

bug-masking, it makes code less readable and reliable. Programmers that did not write 

this code will try to avoid interacting with it because try-except statement suggests that 

this code cannot be trusted, and changing it may lead to unexpected results. 

 

While refactoring codebase with many code-traps, one faces a challenge of picking the 

right place to start. For example, if refactoring started with the Invoice model, before the 

view above, and the programmer changed the name of the field from issued_time to 

created_time, this view would not manifest any error messages. Query to the Invoice 

model would throw an exception similar to “AttributeError: 'Invoice' object has no 

attribute 'issued_time'”, but again, this exception would be masked by the except 

statement, and this view would always behave as if there were no unpaid invoices. This 

bug is not obvious, because Invoice model is not even in the same module as this view, 

and at the first glance it appears correct. Quick manual testing would not necessarily 

reveal the bug, because the view is returning no errors, just the message that there are 

no invoices to pay.  

 

6.6.3.2 Refactoring of tightly-coupled modules 

“Users” was a central module that was handling authentication, user settings, 

registration, invoicing, account upgrading and payments. All these seemingly distinct 

functions were handled by one overgrown module.  

 



This module grew bit by bit from the very beginning of the systems' life. It was clear that 

it needed to be refactored to speed up the development and reliability of newly written 

code.  

 

It was decided to completely remove this module and replace it by 5 smaller, loosely-

coupled modules. Splitting the overgrown module into several smaller was easy enough 

during the initial project planning phase. New module-diagram looked good and was 

quickly approved by the team. Encouraged by the initial success, it seemed that the 

best course of action would be just to do it all at once. Namely, remove the problematic 

code and write from scratch the replacement modules. Doing it in steps would be slower 

and would require a lot of transition-code that would have to be removed at the end 

anyway. Bigger caliber problems were not expected with this task. 

 

Making full specification would be too tedious and time consuming endeavor. When the 

initial planning was finished, it was thought to be ready to start coding task. The 

assumption back there was that all the details and nuances of the functionality will 

resolve themselves as the work progresses.  

 

Indeed, as the work progressed, understanding of the task and requirements became 

clearer. It became obvious that it is not just this one module that had to be refactored, 

but virtually all the modules in the entire project will have to be altered to some degree 

because they in one or other way were coupled with the Users module. The work 

continued in the same manner even when new dependencies were discovered and new 

requirements were added. After 3 weeks of work, and past the initial deadline, the task 

was nowhere near the end. Quality of the code was satisfactory, modules were much 

better implemented and separated, but the overall functionality was still far from 

finished. 

 

The initial assumption that doing everything at once was the best course of action was 

clearly wrong. However, due to the progress of refactoring it was impossible to split the 

task in smaller steps at this point, therefore a decision was taken to continue in the 

same manner. There was a pressure, like in most projects, to finish the overdue task as 

soon as possible. Hence it seemed that cutting down on test coverage, and finishing the 

code as soon as possible (with a possible cleanup project afterword) was a valid choice. 

 

However, the project team understood the need to finish the task, and the deadline was 

erased. It was more important to finish this project than to keep a deadline. After many 

weeks past the initial time estimation, the project was finally finished. Everyone was 

happy that it was done and we could leave it behind. It meant that we could finally start 

implementing new features.  

 



I am writing this 2 years after the project had been finished. From the perspective of 

time and the experience I gained to this point I feel that I fell victim to optimism.  

 

Programmers are optimists. We believe in happy endings. We focus on the end goal 

and believe that “Now I understand all requirements”, “Everything will go well”, “This 

task will take as long as it ought to take”. Moreover, we commit to deadlines that are 

based on these assumptions.  

 

The incompleteness and inconsistencies of our ideas become clear only during 

implementation, but this is way after we committed to the deadline. Falling behind 

deadline is stressful to optimistic programmers. To go past the deadline feels like 

admitting we are not as professional as we appeared to be.  

 

I was lucky enough to have supervisor who was a technical person and understood the 

fallacy of time estimation in software projects. All the same, I decided to “cut corners” 

and decreased the number of unit-tests to finish the task as soon as possible. This 

proved to be yet another bad idea. Manual testing and chasing down the bugs took as 

much time as it would take to write proper unit tests in the first place. 

 

I took an important lesson from this project, I promised myself not to fall the victim of the 

assumption that “all will go well” ever again. I like to believe that due to this experience I 

became more cautious in the project planning phase of the software lifecycle. 

 

6.6.4 Automation of tedious tasks  

6.6.4.1 Regression testing automation 

 

Manually running test and waiting for the result is a very boring task. It takes about 30 

minutes to run all the regression tests for the Get a Newsletter project. If the developer 

needs to run these tests by hand after each code change, there is a high chance that it 

is not going to happen. Specifically, when one has to wait for the tests to finish before 

being able to continue working. 

 

To solve this problem a test runner tool that automates this task was written. After each 

code commit to the SCM system, a procedure on the server is invoked that pulls the 

new code and executes full regression testing. After regression tests have been 

finished, it sends the full report via email to the developer that committed new code.  

 

Using this procedure ensured that regression testing was always executed and that new 

code did not reintroduce old bugs. It helped to raise the quality of the project. 



 

6.6.4.2 Deployment process automation 

 

Before the project at Get a Newsletter started, the deployment process was always 

carried out manually. There was no automation; all the deployment steps were executed 

by human by hand. Code deployment consisted of several steps such as  

● Install new libraries / dependencies on the servers 

● pull new code from the master branch from source management system 

● reload the web server 

● verify that the server is running 

 

Deploying code was a stressful experience. Logging in to the production terminal as 

root and executing series of risky commands as quickly as possible generated mistakes 

and errors. 

 

In effect we tended to deploy code sparingly, once in two weeks or less often. We 

always waited until significant amount of new code was written and released several, 

often unrelated features at once. This meant that every deployment was a big event, 

and we always anticipated problems and bug reports within minutes following the 

release. 

 

No one in the company liked this process and it was decided to automate the task. We 

needed a tool that would make the deployment process as painless and simple as 

possible. We designed and developed the “one click deployment tool” and named it 

“LikeBanana”[10]. It simplified the deployment of a new code to a single button click. 

Suddenly we were releasing new code on the production server several times a day 

instead of once in 2 weeks. 

 

Informal survey carried out within the company several weeks later identified following 

benefits:  

● The deployment was not a big thing anymore. It was degraded from a stressful 

event to a casual thing. 

● It removed human factor. No more human related mistakes and errors. 

● If deployment went wrong, we were able to reverse the code to the previous 

version by single button click within seconds. 

● Code could be deployed by every member of a team, including less technical 

people. 

● We were deploying one thing at a time, which meant that bug reports were easier 

to track down 



● Since we could deploy quickly we were able to fix problems reported by the users 

directly 

● Since code was developed and deployed during the same day - it was way more 

agile and exciting way of working 

 

6.4.5 Manual testing 

 

Fair amount of manual testing is still necessary to ensure the quality of the code. 

No automatic test can ensure that web page is correct from the aesthetic point of view.  

Before each release we tested by hand the main functions of the system to ensure that 

everything works as it should and it looks well. 

 

6.5 Results 

 

The objectives of the case study were closely correlated to the objectives of author’s 

work at the company. Most of the goals were achieved and overall the project was 

successful. Large parts of the project were refactored or completely rewritten with focus 

on reliability. Many modules were decoupled and higher flexibility was achieved. 

Decoupling allowed for easier unit testing and reduced overall amount of bugs. Quality 

of the code was raised significantly by use of unit test coverage and refactoring. All 

these improvements resulted in more robust software that allowed work on further 

development, which was the primary objective. 

 

Refactoring of the buggy and poorly written code was one of the first tasks. We knew 

that with so much legacy code we could not achieve much progress. Refactoring was 

also a prerequisite for accomplishing other goals; in that sense it was inevitable. It took 

substantially more time than anticipated, but ultimately it was a success.  

Thanks to refactoring, greater flexibility was achieved throughout the project. 

Decoupling of the large modules made working with the code easier and lessened the 

amount of new bugs.  

 

Get a Newsletter is a successful software with thousands of customers, competing with 

other similar products on the market. To keep being competitive it needs to not only 

ensure that the functionality meets the demand, but also that the quality is satisfactory, 

it's sufficiently secure and that the overall user experience meets the requirements. 

 

To cover all these requirements it uses several testing techniques.  



Get a Newsletter handles large amount of personal information, mainly millions of 

names and email addresses. Due to this situation the security of the application has a 

high priority. To ensure the security of personal information we extensively covered the 

critical modules with unit tests to reduce the possibility of leaking information due to 

bugs. 

 

Greater use of unit tests improved ability of bug detection and significantly reduced 

regression. Automated regression testing proved to be very useful and efficient. 

Because regression testing was executed automatically on the server, it was 

guaranteed to be used. It also freed up time from the developers, so they were now not 

responsible for running of the unit tests themselves. Programmers could simply write 

new unit tests and push them to the server. If there was an error, they were notified.  

Thanks to this system, regression testing was continuous and painless. It gave us 

confidence that the new code did not reintroduce old bugs. 

 

The automation of deployment was a noticeable milestone towards reaching the quality 

goals. It changed the entire attitude towards development in the company. New 

deployment tool reduced the deployment complexity to a single click, completely 

removed human factor and in consequence changed our entire attitude towards new 

releases. Instead of waiting about 2 weeks to deploy new code, we were deploying 

daily. Suddenly we were able to make a change and deploy it within minutes. This 

change made our work much more exciting, reduced stress and eradicated human 

error.  

 

Both the automatic regression testing and automated deployment procedure reduced 

the human factor significantly. After these tools were in use we rarely had to do anything 

by hand on the production servers which proved to be much safer approach. 

 

It was our ambition to adopt Test Driven Development. We researched this 

methodology in length and concluded that it would help us develop more robust code 

and accelerate the overall development speed. 

TDD as much as it sounds good, did not work for us. The amount of time for producing 

specification and clear requirements for the new functionality was simply too large to 

justify using this methodology for day-to-day work in Get a Newsletter.  

Get a Newsletter application is rapidly changing and evolving. It is not common to see a 

detailed requirements and technical specification before the work is scheduled to begin. 

Requirements are often modified or completely changed before the development is 

finished. For that reason, TDD approach was not adequate for this project. 

 

Research into browser automation revealed that significant investment of time is 

required to cover the application with this type of tests. It became clear to us that 



manual testing in the short term and possibly even in the long term is quicker and allows 

for more flexibility. Moreover, to create stable and useful browser tests we would have 

to first invest significant amount of time to refactor the existing code to make it easily 

testable. 

Also, to use browser automation to its fullest, one needs to spend tremendous amount 

of time on testing and fixing the tests themselves. Browser automation isn't fully mature 

technology yet, and for that reason it was used only to a limited degree. 

 

 

In a small company the resources, namely man-hours are very limited. Often the 

programmer has to decide between delivering the software quickly or delivering 

software that is well covered by tests. Even if the intuition suggests otherwise, often the 

code is delivered without any tests at all because time-to-market takes precedence over 

extensive testing. Smaller companies have smaller user base, therefore the impact of a 

bug isn't as significant. Newly introduced bugs are usually quickly reported by the 

customers and fixed in a timely manner by the development team. In this sense some of 

the testing responsibility is shifted on the user. For a company as small as Get a 

Newsletter it is simply not cost effective to spend large amount of time on quality 

assurance before each new release. 

Writing tests alongside the application's code is a way of partially mitigating this 

problem. Some tests are better than none.  

Enterprise level projects may have resources to cover the entire codebase with 

automatic tests. Companies with more limited resources are often prioritizing time-to-

market over test automation and handle testing manually to speed up the process. This 

certainly was the case in this instance.  

 

However, testing of the critical functionality of the system had high priority.  When the 

core functionality was altered, the new code was covered by automatic tests at length. 

  



7. Discussion 

 

7.1 Results 

 

This research in general is concerned with finding the best way of testing modern web 

applications. Its focus is on the practicality of the researched solutions rather than on 

the exhaustive review of the theory.  

 

There are several findings of this research, and all are practical in nature. 

 

7.1.1 Browser automation 

 

The finding number one has to do with automatic execution of tests within multiple web 

browsers. In order to do that one must use browser automation frameworks. 

There is no other way of automatically ensuring the quality of a web application. To fully 

test a web application one must ensure that it works on all supported platforms. 

Historically there was only limited number of platforms on the market. To reach over 

90% of the market in 2008 [12] one had to support only Internet Explorer and Mozilla 

Firefox on Microsoft Windows. These two platforms were relatively easy to manage by 

manual testing alone. As of 2013, other operating systems and web browsers gained 

significant share of the market. Today to reach the 90% of the market, application must 

support [12]: 

● Microsoft Windows with Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome 

● OSX with Firefox, Chrome and  Safari 

● iOS with Safari (tablets and smartphones) 

● Android with native browser and Chrome (tablets and smartphones) 

 

All these platforms have their own quirks and limitations. It takes significantly longer 

time to test an application manually today than it was 5 years ago. Manual testing of all 

these platforms starts to be infeasible. Browser automation frameworks such as 

Selenium should be used to automate in-browser testing. 

 

Current testing tools for browser automation prove to be effective, but still immature and 

unstable. Creating a single test that works within all major browsers is still a time 

consuming and difficult task that requires a skilled programmer. 



7.1.2 Practicality of browser automation 

 

The second finding of this research closely follows the first one. It has to do with the real 

world practicality of the browser automation tools. 

The case study conducted in Get a Newsletter revealed the potential of this technology 

and also its significant shortcomings. Covering advanced features by browser 

automation is impractical because it requires overwhelming amount of time and effort. 

From the practical point of view manual testing is more feasible and cost effective. In 

any case, fair amount of manual testing is still necessary to ensure the acceptable look 

of the interface. No automatic test can ensure that web page looks good and styles are 

properly applied. Aesthetics is impossible to automate. Aspects such as visibility of the 

buttons, proper positioning of the elements or user experience can be tested only 

manually, therefore manual testing as of today cannot be completely eliminated, even if 

the browser automation tools were fully mature. 

Also, manual testing doesn't require programming skills, therefore it can be carried out 

by less skilled project members. Unit testing and especially browser automation 

requires skilled programmers, a resource that is always in high demand. 

 

7.1.3 Human factor 

 

Due to practical nature of this work, I focus not only on the software bugs but also on 

errors caused to software by external factors as well. 

 

In the end user who is unable to use the software doesn't care if the problem lies in a 

programming error, missing library or database that is currently offline. The result from 

the users' perspective is the same, the software doesn't work. 

 

To minimize the human factor, all the activities that can potentially cause an outage 

should be automated. Deployment process in particular should be as simple as 

possible, preferably reduced to a single click.  

Regression testing or testing in general shouldn't have to be invoked by a person, but 

also should be run automatically in the background and call for attention only when 

errors were detected. 

 

Maintenance activities such as reading logs or checking system status shouldn't require 

a login to production server. These activities should be carried out using a monitoring 

tool specifically designed for the job. 

 



7.2 Methodology 

 

Applying mostly qualitative methods resulted in limited information available to project 

stakeholders - in other words, it was not possible to provide specific numbers on how 

much quality has improved. While it was noticeable that the number of bugs had 

dropped and new functions were added in a more structured way, the exact number of 

man-hours to achieve such level was not measured.  

 

Relying on quantitative methods would result in more scientific research and better 

replicability of the results. Tracking such factors as number of bug-reports, number of 

crashes, amount of support requests, and documenting the interviews would help to 

validate the results. Qualitative methods alone make the credibility of the results less 

dependable. 

The choice of research method makes the replicability of the results challenging. If a 

similar research was carried out independently using more quantitative methods, 

findings would be difficult to compare. This alone makes the reliability and validity of the 

research less credible. 

To mitigate the negative effect of the methodology choice, I structured the result and 

conclusions chapters in a clear and transparent way. Each question is outlined 

separately and discussed independently.  

 

7.3 Work in wider context 

 

Increased dependency on computers does create multiple ethical, societal and 

environmental issues but they are beyond the scope of this thesis. Due to its largely 

technical approach, ethical and environmental aspects are not applicable to this 

particular field of study. In general, applying better testing frameworks should result in 

better quality of programs, thus having an impact on end users who depends on the 

built software, and lower cost of software production.   

8. Conclusions 

  

Answers to the research questions stated in the problem definition chapter are 

dependent on many circumstances of the software project, however the base should be 

valid for any project. Modern web applications largely depend on the client-side code, 

therefore must be tested holistically by browser-automation tools. Mixing automatic and 



manual testing, with the help of established testing tools and frameworks substantially 

raises the quality of the software.  

An application that is only tested manually is very likely to be tested insufficiently; an 

application that has a large suite of auto tests but little manual testing may fail at user 

experience. Regression testing due to its repetitive nature, is best automated and 

should be run on regular basis.  

This chapter summarizes the research findings and answers one by one the questions 

stated in the problem definition chapter. 

 

8.1 Browser automation 

 

The first research question was: “How to automate test execution in multiple web 

browsers to ensure the browser compatibility?” 

 

This is the core question of this research. In essence this question asks how one should 

automate testing of modern web applications.  

 

Using browser automation tools aside of manual testing is the only way of testing for the 

browser compatibility. There is simply no other way of ensuring that the software works 

as expected than to run it in the browser.  

 

Browser automation frameworks such as Selenium advertise the easiness and rapid 

test development, but in practice they prove to be lacking support in many areas and 

require large amount of development time. 

 

Testing of non-trivial features, such as mouse-hover, drag-and-drop or iframes is very 

time consuming if not impossible. Just like web applications, these tests seem to be 

working well in one browser, but fail completely in other browsers. This state of the 

technology makes automation of some software infeasible. 

 

It is up to project's timeframe and budget to decide if it is cost efficient to have a full 

coverage for all major browsers or just one browser. In some cases, such as internal-

application, it might be acceptable to support only one browser (such as Firefox). This 

would greatly reduce time needed to implement in-browser tests, but still ensure to the 

limited degree that application works in the real browser. 

 

I would argue that it is not feasible for small software company to cover the software by 

tests in 100%. Small companies have limited resources. Dedicating over 50% of these 

resources to fully cover all functionality with tests would be considered a controversial 



management strategy. Therefore this question changes into “what should be 

automated, if anything?” 

 

This does not mean that all testing should be abandoned in favor of quicker 

development. Functionality such as invoicing, registration or any other business critical 

software should be extensively covered with tests. Core functionality is a subject to 

change less often than software around it, and therefore should be more stable. Test 

coverage of business critical software benefits the organization in many ways, aside of 

bug exposure: 

● Regression testing ensures that newly added software release doesn’t break the 

critical functions 

● Tests are a form of documentation. Module covered with tests tells the 

developers exactly what it is supposed to do. It exposes the strengths and 

limitations of the software.  

● Because tests are documenting the software, they are also making it easier to 

enhance or refactor. 

● Tests are great at boosting developers’ confidence. Development of new 

functionality around the core is much less stressful if one can rely on the 

regression testing. Therefore, it not only ensures that the core functionality didn’t 

break, but also helps improve the development time of software around it.  

 

It is harder to justify test coverage of non-critical functionality. Bugs in functions that are 

rarely used or used only by limited number of users are not business threatening. It is 

up to project's team to decide which functionality should be covered by automatic tests 

and to what degree. In some cases, especially with non-trivial/non-critical functions cost 

can outweigh the benefits of automatic testing altogether. In such cases manual test 

session might be a best solution.  

8.2 Cost effectiveness of test automation 

The second research question was: “Is it cost effective to build a comprehensive test 

suite that incorporates browser automation into testing or is manual testing sufficient in 

some situations?” 

 

This research question was prompted by my observation of the testing practices in the 

real world software companies. Contrary to my expectations, in real world manual 

testing is extensively used.  

 

In literature it is often emphasized that automatic testing is better than manual testing. 

Indeed, I found that in many cases this is true, in some cases however, test automation 

is not the best solution.  



 

When it comes to interface/JavaScript functionality, manual testing is more often better 

solution then browser automation. For instance, if the application’s user interface will 

change considerably in the near future (which is often the case for evolving web 

application), then any automation might need to be rewritten anyway. Automating test 

cases for the browser takes several times longer than single manual testing session. 

For the short term, manual testing proves to be more effective. If one is facing tight 

deadline, test automation may not even be a viable option. Time-to-market is often more 

important in real world than well-tested and stable software. 

 

In my experience, the effort to fully cover a non-trivial function with automatic tests takes 

more than 50% of the development time. For example, a simple drag-and-drop function 

added to an existing application will greatly impact amount of testing required. Drag-

and-drop functionality is implemented in different ways in different Web browsers. To 

create an in-browser test for all supported platforms and fully cover the functionality 

requires much more code and time than to write the function in the first place. 

 

In my experience, the first version of any software will change drastically after the first 

release. Investing time in test automation for the first version (or prototype) is often 

wasted because functionality and especially interface will change so much that nearly 

all the tests will have to be rewritten. 

 

There is also a psychological aspect of test automation. As mentioned earlier, full test 

coverage can take more than 50% of the development time. If you decide to invest so 

many resources into automated-testing, and later on decide to considerably change the 

functionality, you might be faced with opposition. Developers might be reluctant to 

support a software upgrade that will render hundreds of man-hours wasted. 

 

When it comes to software with established core functionality, and architecture that is 

somewhat stable, test automation is advantageous. It helps save time in the long run, 

and ensures quality of the software. 

 

8.3 Testing techniques that cover all aspects of the software  

 

The third research question was: “What testing techniques one should use to 

comprehensively test all aspects of the software to ensure the quality, security as well 

as usability of the application?" 



To consider the application to be release-ready all these aspects need to be tested. 

There isn't a single technique that can cover all these contrasting requirements, 

therefore several testing techniques must to be used. 

I believe that all three testing techniques, namely traditional unit testing, browser 

automation and manual testing are necessary to ensure quality, security and aesthetics 

of an application.  

Browser automation assures the end-to-end testing of the web application. It's the best 

form of web testing because it requires both the front-end code and back-end code to 

be executed during the same test. This ensures that the application will function 

properly in real world. 

 

Traditional unit tests are still very useful for testing server-side logic and should still be 

used. Their purpose is not only to ensure correctness of the code, but also to document 

the code. It is much easier to ensure correctness of an isolated module with unit testing 

than with full-fledged browser automation test that cannot focus on functionality of an 

isolated module. 

Unit testing has also one big advantage over browser automation, it is a white-box 

testing technique. White box tests have access to the source code of the application 

that is being tested, therefore they are more suitable for testing of the security then 

other black box techniques. 

 

Manual testing cannot be completely eliminated for two main reasons. It's impossible to 

automate testing of aesthetics and visual details of an application. Live person is 

irreplaceable in this function. The other reason is the current state of the browser 

automation technology. Currently available automation frameworks make testing of 

some features infeasible if not impossible to implement. In such situations parts of the 

application still must be tested manually. 

8.4 Minimization of human factor 

 

My last research question was: “How to minimize the human factor in software 

deployment and maintenance to reduce human errors?” 

At first automation of deployment may seem out of scope, but it is closely related to the 

testing process. Bugs occur in software as much as in the processes. Code deployment 

can be a multi-step, complicated process. People aren't as consistent with multi step 

task execution as computers.  



Deployment should be 100% automated to eliminate human error and ensure 

application availability. 

For the same reasons, the regression testing process should be automated as well.  All 

the tests that are written for the application should be included in the regression test 

suite. Existing tools should be used to automate the regression testing or new tools 

should be developed.  

Automatic regression testing is invaluable asset to the programmer and a great way of 

ensuring that existing functionality wasn’t broken by the new code. Regression tests 

should be run automatically right after any new code was committed to the source 

control system. This automation often detects bug early without any intervention from 

the programmers. 



9. Findings 

Findings in this study constitutes mostly of experiences and empirical observations. The 

goals were focused on practical problems and the findings are therefore practical in 

nature. 

The main findings of this study are: 

1. There isn’t a single testing technique or framework that is sufficient in testing web 

applications. Several testing techniques are necessary to cover security, quality 

and usability of a web application. 

2. Browser automation frameworks are the only way of testing for the browser 

compatibility aside of manual testing. Browser automation allows for execution of 

unit tests in the context of real web browsers, and therefore are well suited for 

finding bugs that occur only in some web browsers.  

3. Full test coverage of any non-trivial web application with browser automation 

framework is not cost effective. Browser automation frameworks are not yet 

mature enough to fully replace manual testing and require large amount of 

implementation time. 

4. Process of deployment, regression testing, maintenance and other repetitive 

tasks should be fully automated to eliminate human factor and free up 

developers time. 

5. Test driven development methodology is difficult to use with browser automation 

frameworks because it requires knowledge of details like HTML markup that are 

typically decided during implementation phase. 
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